Big Cat Rescue Presents

What Do You See?
Willy Wizard loves to go on big adventures in far away places. He does this by reading books. You see books are magical. Books will take you to fun places like castles, rivers, lakes, jungles where you will meet a princess, a prince, a frog that turns into a prince and many more silly characters.
Pick a book. There are big books and little books. There are fat books and skinny books. There are red books, blue books, yellow books and all colors of books.

Your book will show you magical things. Open your book and what do you see?
I see a lion reading a book,
reading a book while in the **crook** of a big old shady tree.
I saw a lion, oh where is he hiding?

Why in a pink **floral** sea still reading his book
no longer in the **crook** or that big old shady tree.
But the lion started sneezing.

The flowers caused some **wheezing**.
So the lion returned to the big old shady tree.
I see a monkey in a bowl of red.

Cozy in his makeshift bed,

Reading a book of green.
I see that monkey, that silly little monkey, walking by the big old shady tree. What a nice little bed instead of his bowl of red the **crook** of the tree would be. But lo and behold a lion did hold the place in the **crook** of the tree.
I see a lion and a monkey crying. “Please let me sit under the big old shady tree.”

The lion waves his hand saying as he stands, “Come and sit with me. We will have fun, you will see.”
The monkey stops his crying and joins the lion reading together under the big old shady tree.

Turn the page to find what more you can see.
Your book will show you magical things.

Open your book and what do you see?
I see a tiger on a log, over a river of blue.
In his paws is a book on frogs and how to cook them, too.
I see some frogs all agog, to see what the tiger will do.
With a **swipe** of his claws he could **capture** them all but aren’t frogs too rubbery to chew?
With a sigh, he sets the book aside. Rubbery frogs won’t do.
So he walks down the road delicious food his goal. Maybe a gazelle or two would do.
To his **utter dismay** he failed to **obtain** the smallest **morsel** of food.
But his luck did change when he saw something strange a picnic out of the blue. I see a monkey and a lion under a big tree reclining.
And shortly a **ruckus ensues**. The tiger begs, “Please, may I stay and eat some of your food?”
To his surprise, “Yes!” they cry and share their bountiful loot.

Keep reading to see some real lions and tigers.
Lion Facts

www.BigCatRescue.org

www.BigCatfun.com
This is Cameron one of the two male lions that live at Big Cat Rescue in Tampa, Florida. He was rescued from a roadside carnival where he was not very happy.
Cameron enjoys rolling in the grass shaking his mighty mane.
This is Nikita one of the two lionesses that live at Big Cat Rescue. A lioness is a female lion. She was rescued from an abusive private home.
This is Joseph and Sasha, from Big Cat Rescue. You can tell Joseph from Sasha because of his beautiful mane. Sasha does not have a mane. Only male lions have a mane.
Baby lions are called cubs that live in a family unit called a Pride.
All baby lion cubs are taken care of and protected by all of the adults in their Pride.
Sometimes people come and take the cubs away from the Pride separating them from their mommies. This would make any child sad.
You can help make baby lion cubs happy by remembering they are not toys, they are not to be held but live wild and free safe within their Pride.
Tiger Facts
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Tigers like TJ, like to run and play.
Tigers have really big teeth, just turn the page and see.
Do you know that all tigers have a unique set of stripes? That’s right, no two tigers look alike. If you look closely you can tell them apart by their stripes.
China Doll, a tiger at **Big Cat Rescue**, uses her stripes as **camouflage** to get the jump on Shere Khan.
But little does China Doll know that Shere Khan is a pro at hiding in the trees.
Look what Shere Khan can do with his tongue.
Tigers also like lakes and of course, like steaks. They like to swim and sometimes, dunk their food as if it were a cookie.
Learn all about big cats at: [www.BigCatRescue.org](http://www.BigCatRescue.org)

Play games, get free crafts and free coloring pages and more at: [www.BigCatFun.com](http://www.BigCatFun.com)

Learn why you should never pay to hold baby cubs at: [http://bigcatrescue.org/abuse-issues/](http://bigcatrescue.org/abuse-issues/)
Agog

agog |əˈɡæg| adjective - very eager or curious to hear or see something

agog adverb - eager, excited, impatient, keen, anxious, avid, in suspense, on tenterhooks, on the edge of one's seat, on pins and needles, waiting with bated breath.

Related Glossary Terms
Drag related terms here
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Chapter 3 - I See A Tiger
Big Cat Rescue

Big Cat Rescue is the largest accredited sanctuary in the world dedicated entirely to abused and abandoned big cats. We are home to over 100 lions, tigers, bobcats, cougars and other species most of whom have been abandoned, abused, orphaned, saved from being turned into fur coats, or retired from performing acts. Our dual mission is to provide the best home we can for the cats in our care and educate the public about the plight of these majestic animals, both in captivity and in the wild, to end abuse and avoid extinction.

http://www.BigCatRescue.org - Learn all about Big Cat Rescue, the cats that live here and so much more.

http://www.BigCatRescue.biz - Gift Shop

www.BigCatBan.com YOU can help big cats with just a few clicks of your mouse.

www.911AnimalAbuse.com This sites exposes animal abusers.

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
Bountiful

bountiful adjective

1. generous, magnanimous, munificent, openhanded, unselfish, unstinting, lavish; benevolent, beneficent, charitable, philanthropic; eleemosynary, benignant. ANTONYMS mean, stingy.

2. abundant, plentiful, ample, copious, bumper, superabundant, inexhaustible, prolific, profuse; lavish, generous, handsome, rich; whopping; plenteous. ANTONYMS meager.

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
Camouflage

camouflage |ˈkaməˌfläZH, -ˌfläj| noun - the disguising of military personnel, equipment, and installations by painting or covering them to make them blend in with their surroundings:

Verb - hide or disguise the presence of (a person, animal, or object) by means of camouflage

camouflage noun -

1 disguise, concealment, cover, screen.

2 a facade, a front, a false front, a smokescreen, a cover-up, a mask, a blind, a screen, a masquerade, a dissimulation, a pretense.

Verb - disguise, hide, conceal, keep hidden, mask, screen, cover (up).

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
Capture

capture | kapCHar| verb - take into one’s possession or control by force:

Noun - the action of capturing or of being captured:

capturer noun

----------------------------------
capture verb

1 catch, apprehend, seize, arrest; take prisoner, take captive, imprison, detain, put/throw in jail, put behind bars, put under lock and key, incarcerate; nab, collar, bag, pick up. ANTONYMS free.

2 occupy, invade, conquer, seize, take, take over, take possession of.

3 express, reproduce, represent, encapsulate.

4 engage, attract, catch, seize, hold.

----------------------------------

Noun - arrest, apprehension, seizure, being taken prisoner, being taken captive, imprisonment.

----------------------------------

Capture

Capture may refer to:

• Capture (chess), to remove the opponent’s piece from the board by taking it with one’s own piece

• Capture (politics), situations in which a government agency created to act in the public interest instead acts in favor of other interests

• Capture (rivers), a geomorphological phenomenon occurring when a stream or river is diverted from its own bed

• Capture (TV series), a reality show on The CW

• FM capture, a phenomenon in which only the stronger of two signals near the same FM frequency will be demodulated

• Asteroid capture, a phenomenon in which an asteroid enters a stable orbit around another body

• Screen capture (disambiguation), an image taken by the computer to record the visible items

• Video capture, the process of converting an analog video signal to digital form

• Motion capture, the process of recording movement and translating that movement onto a digital model

• Schematic capture, a step in electronic design automation at which the electronic schematic is created by a designer

○ Capture CIS, a software tool used for circuit schematic capture

• Capture fishery, a wild fishery in which the aquatic life is not controlled and needs to be captured or fished

• Rule of capture, common law that determines ownership of captured natural resources including groundwater, oil, gas and game animals

• “Capture” a song by Simon Townshend on album Among Us
Cozy

cozy ˈkōzē  adjective - giving a feeling of comfort, warmth, and relaxation:

Noun - a cover to keep a teapot hot.

Verb - give (someone) a feeling of comfort or complacency:

do zily ˈzəlē  adverb

do ziness noun

Cozy adjective

1 snug, comfortable, warm, homelike, homey, homely, welcoming; safe, sheltered, secure, down-home, homestyle; comfy, toasty, snug as a bug (in a rug).

2 intimate, relaxed, informal, friendly.

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
Crook

bend, fork, curve, angle

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
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Delicious

Delicious |diˈliSHəs| noun - a red or yellow variety of eating apple with a sweet flavor and a slightly elongated shape, originally cultivated in the US.

-------------------------------------------
delicious adjective

1 delectable, mouthwatering, appetizing, tasty, flavorful, toothsome, palatable, succulent, luscious; scrumptious, delish, yummy, finger-licking, nummy, lip-smacking, melt-in-your-mouth. ANTONYMS unpalatable.

2 delightful, exquisite, lovely, pleasurable, pleasant; heavenly, divine. ANTONYMS unpleasant.

--------------------------------------------

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
Dismay

dismay |disˈmā| verb

cause (someone) to feel consternation and distress:

noun

consternation and distress, typically that caused by something unexpected:

dismayingly adverb

--------------------------------

dismay verb

appall, horrify, shock, shake (up); disconcert, take aback, alarm, unnerve, unsettle, throw off balance, discompose; disturb, upset, distress; rattle, faze. ANTONYMS encourage, please.

noun

alarm, shock, surprise, consternation, concern, perturbation, disquiet, discomposure, distress. ANTONYMS pleasure, relief.

Related Glossary Terms
Drag related terms here
Ensues

ensue |enˈsoʊ| verb - happen or occur afterward or as a result: (as adj. ensuing)

verb - result, follow, develop, proceed, succeed, emerge, stem, arise, issue; occur, happen, take place, come next/after, transpire, supervene; eventuate; come to pass, befall.

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
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Floral

floral |ˈflɔrəl| adjective - of flowers

Noun - a fabric with a floral design

florally adverb

Related Glossary Terms
Drag related terms here
Gazelle

gazelle |ˈɡæzəl| noun - a small slender antelope that typically has curved horns and a yellowish-brown coat with white underparts, found in open country in Africa and Asia.

---

A gazelle is any of many antelope species in the genus Gazella, or formerly considered to belong to it. Six species are included in two genera, Eudorcas and Nanger, which were formerly considered subgenera. The genus Procapra has also been considered a subgenus of Gazella, and its members are also referred to as gazelles, though they are not dealt with in this article.

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
makeshift |ˈmākˌSHift| adjective - serving as a temporary substitute; sufficient for the time being

Noun - a temporary substitute or device.

Related Glossary Terms
Drag related terms here
Male

A male is a boy. Only male lions have a mane.

A female is a girl. A female lion is called a lioness.

A lioness does not have a mane.

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
Morsel

morsel |ˈmôrsəl| noun - a small piece or amount of food; a mouthful
bite, nibble, bit, soupçon, taste, spoonful, forkful, sliver, drop, dollop, spoonfull, gobbet, tidbit.

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
Obtain

obtain |əbˈtān, āb-| verb

1 get, acquire, or secure (something):

2 be prevalent, customary, or established:

obtainer noun

obtainment noun

obtain verb

1 get, acquire, come by, secure, procure, come into the possession of, pick up, be given; gain, earn, achieve, attain; get hold of, get/lay one's hands on, get one's mitts on, land, net. ANTONYMS relinquish, lose.

2 prevail, be in force, apply, exist, be in use, be in effect, stand, hold, be the case.

Related Glossary Terms
Drag related terms here
Protected

protect |prə'tekt| verb - keep safe from harm or injury

protectable adjective

----------------------------------

protected adjective - secured, sheltered, in safe hands, safe, guarded, out of danger, safeguarded, preserved.

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
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Reclining

recline ɪˈklɪn verb - lean or lie back in a relaxed position with the back supported: (as adj. reclining)

reclinable adjective

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
Ruckus

ruckus |ˈrəkəs| noun - disturbance, noise, racket, din, commotion, hubbub, uproar, furor, hue and cry, rumpus, ruction, fracas; to-do, hullabaloo, hubbub, ballyhoo, stink, foofaraw.

Related Glossary Terms

Drag related terms here
**Swipe**

swipe |swīp | verb

1 hit or try to hit with a swinging blow

2 steal

3 pass (a card with a magnetic strip) through an electronic device that...

Noun - a sweeping blow

swiper noun

-----------------------------------

**Related Glossary Terms**

Drag related terms here
**Unique**

unique |yooˈnēk| adjective - being the only one of its kind; unlike anything else.

Noun - a unique person or thing

uniquely adverb / uniqueness noun

-----

unique adjective

1 distinctive, distinct, individual, special, idiosyncratic; single, sole, lone, unrepeated, unrepeatable, solitary, exclusive, rare, uncommon, unusual, sui generis; one-off, one-of-a-kind, once-in-a-lifetime, one-shot.

2 remarkable, special, singular, exceptional, noteworthy, notable, extraordinary; unequaled, unparalleled, unmatched, unsurpassed, unrivaled, peerless, nonpareil, incomparable; unexampled.

3 peculiar, specific, limited.

**Related Glossary Terms**

Drag related terms here
Utter

utter 1 ˈətər adjective - complete; absolute

-----------------------------

utter 1 adjective

complete, total, absolute, thorough, perfect, downright, out-and-out, all-out, thoroughgoing, all-out, sheer, arrant, wholesale, rank, pure, real, veritable, consummate, categorical, unmitigated, unqualified, unadulterated, unalloyed.
Wheeze verb

(of a person) breathe with a whistling or rattling sound in the chest, as a result of obstruction in the air passages:

noun

1 a sound of or as of a person wheezing:

2 an old joke, story, aphorism, act, or routine:

wheezing adverb

------------------------

Wheeze verb

breathe noisily, gasp, whistle, hiss, rasp, croak, pant, cough.

------------------------

Wheeze

A wheeze (formally called "sibilant rhonchi" in medical terminology) is a continuous, coarse, whistling sound produced in the respiratory airways during breathing. For wheezes to occur, some part of the respiratory tree must be narrowed or obstructed, or airflow velocity within the respiratory tree must be heightened. Wheezing is commonly experienced by persons with a lung disease; the most common cause of recurrent wheezing is asthma attacks, though it can also be a symptom of lung cancer.